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Let E be a compact subset of the complex plane, and let n > 2. Let 
[S,(E)]fncn-l) = max 
H@ l<jg<n ’ zj - zk ’ . , *. 
The logarithmic capacity (or transjinite diameter) of E, denoted by cap E, is 
defined by 
cap E = $% 6,(E). 
For a discussion of the basic properties of capacity, see [I, Chapter 71 or [2, 
Chapter 161. 
LEMMA. Let z and w be distinct points in the complex plane, and let f be a 
holomorphic function in a domain containing the line segment joining x and w. Then 
(f(w) - f (z)I < M j w - z 1 , where M is the maximum value of j f’ 1 on the 
segment joining z and w. 
Proof. Let C be the line segment from a to w. Then 
f(w) -f(z) = Jcf’(W I 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a compact set, and let K be its convex hull. Let f be a 
holomorphic function on K, and let E+ = f (E). Then cap E* < M cap E, where 
M = rnaxzGK 1 f ‘(z)l . 
Proof. Fix n > 2. Choose w, , we ,..., w, in E* such that 
sn(E*) = [,.:B,,, I wj - wk I]“~‘~~~‘. 
There exist distinct points x1 , zp ,..., z, (not necessarily unique) in E such that 
6,(E*) = [n 1 f(q) -f (zk)l]B’7,(n-1’. 
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Applying the lemma, we get 
where Mjk is the maximum of If’ 1 on the segment joining zj to 2,. . Now let 
n + co in (I). 1 
A special case of Theorem 1 was proved by Jones and Thron [3, Lemma I]. 
Theorem 1 may be generalized by assuming thatf, instead of being holomorphic, 
satisfies the Lipschitz condition on E. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be compact, and let f be univalent on E. Let R” -=.f (E), 
and let K* be the convex hull of E*. If f -I can be continued analytically to K* and 
i.c univalent there, and H = f pl(K*), then cap E* > m cap E, where m = 
mLH 1 f ‘G+ . 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to the inverse function f-l. 1 
It should be noted that if E is convex, then K = E; if I?* is convex, then 
N = E. If we let f(z) = ax $ b, a # 0, then, by Theorems 1 and 2, cap E* == 
1 a 1 cap E, a well-known result. 
AN EXAMPLE. Let E = (z: 1 z / < I), and let f (x) = czk + az, a > 0, c > 0, 
h an integer 22. Then, by Theorem 1, cap E* < a + ch. One would expect 
this bound to be good for small values of c, since cap E* = a when c == 0. 
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